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L’Aromatic

Tastes of Dalmatia
With the backdrop of a gorgeous pink sunset, enjoy the superb culinary art of the
L’Aroma restaurant chefs in Hotel Split

Beautiful
pebbled beach,
spacious roof
terrace with
a pool and an
unforgettable
view of the
sea and
the nearby
islands,
luxurious Spa
& Wellness
treatments
– everything
is here to
pamper you

info

O

n a beautiful pebbled beach in Podstrana, on the very city limits of Split,
you will find Hotel Split – a family-run
boutique hotel, featuring prominent
and awarded architectural design,
constructed by environmentally
friendly principles. With its distinctive
design and private, boutique atmosphere, Hotel Split
offers its guests a unique experience tailored to everyone’s particular taste and wishes. Select the color
and aroma of your room, and enjoy the stunning
view of the blue sea and the sky from the comfort of
your bed.

Hotel Split
Strožanačka 20, 21312 Podstrana, Split, Croatia
T: +385 (0) 21 420 420
Email: info@hotelsplit.com
www.hotelsplit.com
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L’Aroma Restaurant

L’Aroma Restaurant brings all the aromatically
enchanting benefits of the Mediterranean and
Dalmatia to your plate. Since Mediterranean cuisine
is recognized as one of the healthiest in the world,
Hotel Split pays extra care to this particular segment.
Promoting local production and cooperating with
local manufacturers serve as basis for the rich offer
of organic and natural ingredients from local farming
and of controlled origin.
L’Aroma Restaurant offers a wide range of traditional Dalmatian dishes, as well as those from famous
international cuisines, brought to you by the restaurant Chef who will be happy to prepare tasty food for
every meal and occasion, be it an intimate dinner for
two, a private party or a business dinner.

Like a pearl in a shell

The Lobby Bar, with its unique terrace reflecting
the horizon and the ceiling reflecting the beach, will
make you feel like a pearl in a shell. Here you will find
an exquisite cup of coffee, freshly squeezed juice,
smoothie of your choice, club sandwich and sweet
pastry temptations in a unique setting of the indoor
or the protected outdoor dining area.
Located at the top of the hotel, Sunset Terrace will
take your breath away. Here you can immerse yourself in the pink sunset and the culinary artistry by
the L’Aroma restaurant’s gastronomic virtuosos. And
when the day finally gives in and stars start twinkling
in the sky, a new story begins, bringing you relaxing
cocktails, sparkling pearls and night time gastronomic tales. Experience relaxation and gourmet
adventure tailored to suit your wishes – experience
Hotel Split!

